Jacqueline Cabasso, a leading voice for nuclear arms abolition, has been involved in nuclear disarmament, peace and environmental advocacy at the local, national and international levels for more than 25 years. She has served as Executive Director of the Oakland-based Western States Legal Foundation since 1984. At the national level, she serves on the Steering Committee of United for Peace and Justice. Ms. Cabasso has participated as an accredited NGO representative in more than a dozen negotiating and review sessions of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. She represents WSLF in the first preparatory meeting for the 2010 Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, in Vienna this May. Ms. Cabasso has written and co-authored numerous articles for publications including the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists and the journal Social Justice.

Andrew Lichterman is Western States Legal Foundation’s principal research analyst. Mr. Lichterman writes extensively on U.S. nuclear weapons and military space programs and their impacts on international arms control regimes and on prospects for disarmament, both in WSLF publications and for other outlets. Mr. Lichterman serves on the Global Council of Abolition 2000, and is a member of the editorial board of the International Network of Engineers and Scientists Against Proliferation Information Bulletin. He taught law for many years, including courses on environmental law, legal history, and the rights of demonstrators. Mr. Lichterman holds a J.D. from Boalt Hall, U.C. Berkeley, and a B.A. from Yale.
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Join in a challenging presentation and discussion of the vital issues confronting our world today.
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